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Free Essay: History of Basketball â€œAccording anywhere from Australia to the United States and everywhere in
between the game of basketball is played.â€•.

I believe this is where we get the technical foul rule used today. James A. His response to this challenge was to
create a game that History Of Basketball Essay words - 3 pages History of BasketballWho is known
world-wide as the inventor of basketball? It is competitive and fun. Basketball has come far from the first
game in  It just may be the greatest event in sports history. James Naismith accomplished many things in his
life. For a while, they did not have an Olympic team either. No one expected for Butler to have the season they
did. Everyone may also know the sport from some names of basketball stars. You have the jump shot which
uses vertical and horizontal forces. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Basketball was growing during
the s, serving as a distraction from the Great Depression at both the professional and collegiate level Flick
shows such promise in his teenage years, but he ends up in the pathetic reality of helping out at a garage and
playing pinball in a luncheonette. They usually have one assistant coach, mostly in colleges or on a
professional team. When Dr. To understand the game of basketball and the journey of becoming what it is
today, the history is extremely important College basketball in the s gave younger athletes a new focus during
the Great Depression. It would be a waste of time and effort and could be taken as disrespect to the game of
basketball and the opportunity that the coaches provided each player with An interest in how your favorite
activity or hobby came about. It is fun, practical, and affordable. While he first considered bringing outside
games indoors, James invented a new game when he determined these sports were too rough for the
gymnasium. Most of this appeal lies between the intensity of teamwork and the individual athletic skills. The
rules started to change about two years after the original 13 were developed. These two allstars are beyond
incredible and show their talent in a variety of ways. Basketball is a fast paced, exciting game to most people.
Surdam, David.


